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INTRODUCTION
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METHODS
Building block selection. ilib diverse’s
algorithms for the selection of chemical
building blocks from a pre-deﬁned fragment set were used for initialization of the
evolutionary algorithm. The extensive predeﬁned set of toplogical physico-chemical
property calculations, including clogP [4],
supported preliminary scoring.
Pharmacophore creation. LigandScout, a
program for deriving pharmacophores from
protein-ligand complex data, was used to
create a pharmacophore for the mode of
action of Gleevec (STI-571, see ﬁg. 6), which
prevents activation of BCR-ABL by conserving its inactive form [5]. The model was created by automatically overlaying pharmacophore information gathered from three
different PDB entries, and was subsequently exported to Catalyst using the integrated tool “hypoedit”. Screening experiments
showed that this pharmacophore model,
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The random or systematic selection of a
ﬁxed number of chemical entities from a
larger set, as usually used for library creation in virtual and combinatorial chemistry,
yields a far too large number of compounds
for today’s virtual screening techniques.
There is a clear need for directed search
and selection in the huge amount of theoretically accessible molecules.
In order to address this problem, an evolutionary algorithm has been developed as
optimization technique for de novo drug
design. It was implemented on the basis of
ilib diverse (formerly CombiGen[1]), which
provides sophisticated chemical building
block selection methods for the creation of
drug-like [2] molecules. A composite scoring function consisting of topological calculations and 3D alignment techniques
provided by Catalyst [3] shall combine the
efﬁciency of the ﬁrst method with the accuracy provided by the latter.

which is shown in ﬁgure 1, exhibits a high
level of selectivity, and is therefore able to
ﬁlter 19 potentially active molecules from
the Maybridge 2003 database (0.03%).
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Fig. 2: Program work-ﬂow

Composite scoring function. As optimization target the 3D pharmacophore alignment and scoring functionality provided by
Catalyst [3] should be used. Since this kind
of scoring would be far too slow to be efﬁciently used for an evolutionary algorithm,
it was combined with a preliminary scoring
function based on topologically calculated
physico-chemical properties and other topological descriptors. Only if the topological term of the scoring function stopo reaches
a pre-deﬁned threshold, the computationally intense and thus slow 3D pharmacophore alignment procedure is started.
stopo= ∑ min(0, vmol - vmin ) - ∑ max(0,
(0, vmol - vmax )
s3D :

(stopo < thres0 ): s3D = 0
(alignment): s3D = c1nfeatures + bestﬁtmol
(no alignment): s3D = -c0

seff = stopo+ s3D
stopo ,s3D , seff
vmin , vmax
vmol
c0 , c1
bestﬁtmol
nfeatures
thres0

Fig. 1: 3D Pharmacophore created by LigandScout for use
with Catalyst (four lipophilic aromatic points [brown] and
two H-bond acceptor vectors [green])

Topological; computationally intense (thus slow)
3D; and effective scoring function
Minimum and maximum limits for scalar mole–
cular properties like molweight or clogP
value of molecular property for a molecule
constants (c0=-2; c1=10)
best ﬁt value for a molecule
max. number of pharmacophore features that
could be mapped to the molecule
threshold value for activating the greedy 3D
scoring function (defaults to -1)

Fig. 3. Composite scoring function deﬁnition

RESULTS
Using an optimized ilib diverse fragment
set and suitable topological constraints for
the BCR-ABL kinase target, the presented
evolutionary algorithm was able to build
molecules that ﬁt into all chemical features
of the pharmacophore model. The transition in the composite scoring function was
smooth according to its design shown in
ﬁgure 3, while convergence behavior was
satisfactory, and the algorithm did not tend
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Fig. 4. Average ﬁtness values per generation (averaged
over 7 sample runs) and the ﬁve resulting virtual compounds that mapped to all six chemical features aligned
with the 3D pharmacophore.

to get caught in local minima as illustrated
in ﬁgure 4. ilib diverse’s data structures and
artiﬁcial reactivity properties in combination with a large set of fast topological descriptor calculations exhibit an appropriate
and intuitive representation of molecules
suitable for evolutionary development of
novel, potential lead structures in silico.
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Fig. 6. STI-571 (Gleevec) and two virtually created molecules with different scaffolds
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